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Les vergers Boiron
at a glance
80 years of expertise

1970

1942

Invention of the
frozen fruit purée,
a revolution for
professional chefs

1985

1976

Arrival on the market
of the first 1kg trays new high performance
containers

Launch
of the first 100%
fruit purées

1

Company founded
by the Boiron family

0-2020
97
YEARS
OF FROZEN
FRUIT PURÉES

2009

2017

Consolidation
of activities at the
Valence site, in the
heart of France’s fruit
orchards (Drôme region)

Opening
of a Hong Kong office
and creation
of a US subsidiary

2020

2021

Les vergers Boiron
celebrates the 50th
anniversary of inventing
the frozen fruit purée.

Launch of the
Ready-to-Use range
Ready-to-use fruit purée
with the expertise
and quality
of Les vergers Boiron.

Key figures

160

Present in

80

employees

million euros
in turnover of which
80% export

58

flavours

140

80 countries

over 15,000
tonnes of purées
sold a year
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product references

50%

of the purées produced
are 100% fruit

Alain Boiron, President and Grégory Watine, Chief Executive Officer

A new range of ready-to-use fruit purées
Throughout the world, gastronomy professionals
are striving to make their customers happy despite
the health and economic crisis. We would like to thank
them, as well as all our chefs and mixologists, who work
hard to make life richer in taste.
Despite the current period of uncertainty, Les vergers Boiron
has decided to pursue its policy of innovation. That is why
we are now launching a range of ready-to-use solutions,
including a new range of shelf-stable fruit purées.
These purées have no added sugar and include six
flavours: strawberry, raspberry, mango, blackberry,
passion fruit and peach. Faithful to the pure tradition
of Les vergers Boiron, the taste quality of our range will
enhance all your creations...

Designed for restaurant and bar professionals, our new
range is ready to use. It is easy to store and has a shelf life
of 12 to 15 months.
To put it simply, the range is a daily ally for those looking
for solutions easy to put into practice while offering
customers great quality taste.
More than ever, Les vergers Boiron is a partner for your
creativity. Creativity means innovation.
And as you know, innovation has been an integral part
of our identity for almost 80 years.
In 2021, let’s share fruit at its best...
With ease and simplicity!
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Our commitment to quality fruit
Les vergers Boiron never compromises on quality. This high performance guarantee,
the basis of our company’s reputation since it was founded, requires us to select the world’s
best producers and comply with strict manufacturing processes.

Food safety as an absolute priority
We don’t compromise on food safety. Our policy is to
go further than French and international regulations.
This requirement means continuous monitoring by
our integrated laboratory and external experts, by

means of regular physicochemical, microbiological
and phytosanitary analyses. Our measures also
include staff training, audits of our raw materials
and packaging suppliers, and risk analysis on new
challenges such as the fight against fraud and malice.

Purchasing: the making of successful partnerships
Christine Sarzier, Purchasing Manager
“At Les vergers Boiron, the sourcing of raw materials is key to guaranteeing
product availability, the high-level quality expected by our customers and
cost control. We have always forged long-term partnerships with producers.
In addition, we constantly adjust supplies through international sourcing,
which secures volumes while maintaining our quality requirements.
This balance is managed by a dedicated team that monitors and tracks
markets worldwide to anticipate volatility in production volumes.”
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5 reasons to choose ready-to-use purées
Our ready-to-use fruit purées have one single objective: to save you time with their simplicity,
convenience and speed of use. Here are five good reasons to use them.
And if you’re already a fan, don’t hesitate to pass on the message to your colleagues!

1- Time and labour saving
With our fruit purées,
you can forget having to wash,
peel, de-seed, blend and sieve
fruit. You make considerable
and valuable time savings with
these easy-to-use products.

5- Food hygiene and safety

Les vergers Boiron never
compromises on food hygiene
and safety. All our products
comply with international food
hygiene and safety requirements.

2- Cost control

Forget the loss and waste
associated with fresh fruit.
Our products can be stored
at room temperature.

4- 100% practical

A quality ready-to-use fruit purée,
presented in a ready-to-serve
pack, quick to use and easy to
store. You’ve found the perfect
ally for your daily creations.

3- Fruit and fruit only,
no added sugar

Fruit and nothing but fruit, no added
sugar, consistent taste and quality.
Our ready-to-use purées have all the
attributes essential to making successful
desserts, cuisine or cocktail recipes,
whatever the time of the year.
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Convenience purées
Our ready-to-use purées are available in one-litre cartons.
This makes them easy to handle, quick to use and easy to store.

More accurate pouring

A pouring spout
to better control the quantity
used in your recipes.

Low carbon footprint

Manufactured in factories using
only renewable electricity.
The cartons are flat before
filling, which means more
efficient distribution.

FSC™ certified

Made using cardboard
from forests certified
FSC, an environmental
label guaranteeing
sustainable management
of forests.

Easy to use

The carton’s rigid square
shape makes it easy
to handle and store.

Less plastic

Renewable and
easy to recycle

Made using an average
of 75% cardboard,
it preserves fresh produce
using less plastic than
other packaging.

Made from renewable
and fully recyclable raw
materials such as cardboard,
polymers and aluminium

Some flavours may not be available in some countries.
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Our range of convenient no-added-sugar,
ready-to-use purées
Strawberry, raspberry, mango, blackberry, passion fruit and peach, the six flavours
in our ready-to-use range have been created with the same exact standards
that Les vergers Boiron has upheld since 1942. Their quality taste and ease of use
make them great allies for restaurant and bar professionals throughout the world.

STRAWBERRY

RASPBERRY 100%

Sales unit: 6 x 1 litre
DMD: 12 months

Sales unit: 6 x 1 litre
DMD: 15 months

MANGO 100%

PASSION FRUIT 100%

Sales unit: 6 x 1 litre
DMD: 15 months

Sales unit: 6 x 1 litre
DMD: 15 months

BLACKBERRY 100%

PEACH 100%

Sales unit: 6 x 1 litre
DMD: 15 months

Sales unit: 6 x 1 litre
DMD: 15 months

DMD: Date of Minimum Durability
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Ready-to-use frozen products
Our coulis
Add a final touch to all your preparations, with creamy coulis ready to use without added flavourings,
gelling agents or thickeners. Their smooth texture and high fruit content give a touch of colour and flavour.
Our flexible plastic bottle with its pouring tip provides easy use and precise dosing for your preparations,
such as decorating plates, ice-cream and sorbet toppings, multi-layer verrines or accompaniments for desserts.

Frozen fruit coulis

APRICOT

BLACKCURRANT

STRAWBERRY

Origin: France
Characteristics: 80% fruit
Sales unit: box of 12 x 500g

Origins: France, Poland
Characteristics: 67% fruit
Sales unit: box of 12 x 500g

Origins: Spain, Poland
Characteristics: 84% fruit
Sales unit: box of 12 x 500g

RASPBERRY

RED BERRIES

MANGO & PASSION FRUIT

Origin: Serbia
Characteristics: 81% fruit
Sales unit: box of 12 x 500g

Origins: Strawberry: Spain
Blackberry: Chile
Morello cherry: Serbia
Redcurrant: France
Characteristics: 83% fruit
Sales unit: box of 12 x 500g

Origins: Mango: India
Passion fruit: Ecuador, Peru
Characteristics: 87% fruit
Sales unit: box of 12 x 500g

Some flavours may not be available in some countries.
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Our IQF fruits - whole and in pieces
Enhance your creations with our ready-to-use whole fruits that undergo rigorous, strict selection
from raw materials. Harvested when ripe, we pay special attention to ensuring meticulous sizing,
limited water content, perfect colour, and optimum texture for excellent quality fruit.

LINGONBERRY

BLACKCURRANT

STRAWBERRY

Origin: Sweden
Sales unit: box of 5 x 1kg

Origin: France
Sales unit: box of 5 x 1kg

Origin: Poland
Sales unit: box of 5 x 1kg
1 X 10kg box

WILLAMETTE RASPBERRY
IN PIECES

MECKER RASPBERRY
WHOLE

MECKER RASPBERRY
WHOLE AND SIZED

MORELLO CHERRY WHOLE,
HULLED AND PITTED

Origin: Serbia
Sales unit: box of 5 x 1kg
1 x 15kg box

Origin: Serbia
Sales unit: box of 5 x 1kg

Origine: Bosnia
Sales unit: box of 12 x 500g tray

Origin: Serbia
Sales unit: box of 5 x 1kg
box of 1 X 10kg

REDCURRANT

WILLAMETTE RASPBERRY
WHOLE
Origin: Serbia
Sales unit: box of 5 x 1kg
box of 4 x 2.5kg

RED BERRY COCKTAIL

BLACKBERRY WHOLE

BLUEBERRY WHOLE

Origin: Poland
Sales unit: box of 5 x 1kg

Origins: Blackcurrant,
redcurrant blueberry: Poland,
Blackberry: Bulgaria,
Wild strawberry: Turkey, Serbia
Sales unit: box of 5 x 1kg

Origin: Chile
Sales unit: box of 5 x 1kg

Origin: Poland
Sales unit: box of 5 x 1kg

APRICOT HALVES

FIG WHOLE

Origin: Morocco
Sales unit: box of 5 x 1kg

Origin: France
Sales unit: box of 5 x 1kg

CHESTNUT WHOLE,
PEELED AND SIZED

DAMSON PLUM
HALVED BY HAND

Origin: Portugal
Sales unit: box of 5 x 1kg

Origin: Serbia
Sales unit: box of 5 x 1kg

RHUBARB
IN PIECES
Origin: Poland
Sales unit: box of 5 x 1kg

Some flavours may not be available in some countries.
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Our Convenience range and its applications
Starters, main dishes, desserts, cocktails... our Convenience range is designed for all
gastronomy professionals. Simple and quick to use, the perfect ally for your daily creations.
To find inspiration and give free reign to your creativity, visit my-vb.com.
Discover a wide variety of recipes as delicious as they are simple to make.

Dessert

Cocktail - Mocktail
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Starter - Savoury dish

Smoothie

Flavoured beer
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HEAD OFFICE

Les vergers Boiron
BP 21016 - 26958 Valence Cedex
France

OTHER OFFICES

Les vergers Boiron Americas
Boiron America Inc.
One Gateway Center
11-43 Raymond Plaza West, Suite 2542
Newark, NJ 07104
United States

Les vergers Boiron Asia
Boiron Freres SAS
Unit J,26/F, N°56-52 TsunYip St
Kwun Tong,
Hong-Kong
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